
Chapter 15

Non-uniqueness of Iithospheric thickness estimates based on
glaciat rebound data donþ the east coast of North America

Masao Naknda and Kurt Lambeck

Variations in sealevels during the last 20000 years at sites along the eastem margin of
North America have been widely used to estimate the viscosity of the Earth's mantle and
the thiclness of the elastic lithosphere. The sealevels at such sites are, however, quite

sensitive to the details of the neighbouring ice load and models of these loads with a spatial
resolution of 5o in latitude and 5" in longitude are inadequate. Instead, a spatial resolution
of about lo is required if lithospheric thickness is to be estimated from these data. Current
ice models are not adequate and there appears to be a need ûo increase the ice load along
the south eastern margin of the Laurentide ice sheet. The melting of the Antarctic ice sheet
also introduces a non-negligible uncertainty into the models of sealevel along the eastern
margin but differential changes in sealevel here are lægely independent of tttis
contribution. These uncertainties in the melting models make it impossible to reliably

estimate the lithospheric thickness from relative sealevel variations observed at sites near

the margins of the former ice sheets.

1. Introduction

That the lithosphere is an important concept in the study of the Earth's strucn¡re need

hardly be emphasized. It is a layer that is capable of supporting and transmitting non-

hydrosøtic stresses on geological timescales thereby making plaæ tectonics possible. By

acting as both a thermal and mechanical boundary layer it influences tle nature and scale of

convection in the mantle. But" by being a relatively rigid layer, it also masks much of the
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underlying mantle from closer examinaúon and its presence adds considerable complexity

to tne ituOy of the physical and chemical properties of the planet as a whole. Depending on

the geophysical problem examined, or on the geophysical probing method used, the

finospfrãre has been defined in a variety of ways. The seismic definition is of a layer of

high ieismic velocities and low seismic attenuation overlying a layer of relatively low

velocities and high attenuation. The thermal deflnition is a layer in which the Eansport of

heat is predominantly by conduction, in contrast to the region below where this transport is

achieved primarily by convection. A third definition is the mechanical lithosphere in which

the layer is sufflciently sEong !o support and Eansmit substantial non-hydrostatic st¡ess on

geological timescales. This overlies a weak upper mantle that does not support stress-

Oiff"t"n.es on these timescales and it can usually be modelled as a fluid. Apart from the

magnitude difference, these seimic and mechanical definitions can be viewcd as cliffcring

onty in the frequency of the load cycle, this being of the ordcr of 0.ffi1 to I ÞIz at the

seismic band and of the order of 10-14 Hz and lower at tectonic loading cyclcs. Bccnuse of

increasing temperature with depth the stress relaxation time of tho Eanh clecreases

downwarás and in the æctonic loading problem any non-hydrost¿ìtic strosÉ in the lower

lithosphere may relax faster than the time scales at which these strosscs aro gencrated by

the loading cycle. The effective response of the layer is thereby controlled by thflt part of

the lithospiere for which the sress relaxation time equals or excccds thc chnrneteristic time

constânt of the load cycle. In conEast, the seismic loading oyclc euc eifl nruch shorter

du¡ation and the seismically defined littrosphere can be expcctcd to be o1'gr$$t0r thickness

than the long-term mechanical lithosphere. Just what is this differonOÖ in thiekncss, is a

function of the viscosity structure of the lithosphere and upper mantlc. Furthermore, both

thicknesses will be regionally variable, depending on the age of tho l*ry0r *nd on its

previous thermal and tectonic history.
Most studies of the mechanical lithosphere thickness have bcen cnnioel out fbr load

cycles of a duratión of 106 years and longer but reliable estimates ¿ìr0 diffiöult ttl obtain

bãcause of the need to know the details of the load cycles: oftcn it is not ptlssible to

separate the effects of inadequacies in the information on tho lclncl frÖm¡ lhÈ ostimated

resDonse (e.s. Lambeck, 1981t Load cycles of a duration of 104-105 y*flrs tlr(þ provided by

the glacial Ioading and unloading of the Earth and these m{ìy ¿tlscl bO u$0d t0 obtain

informätion on lithospheric thickness (McConnell, 1968; tWalcoll, lg70; Nnkiboglu and

Lambeck, 1982; Peltier, 1984). Here, also, the problem of soparating ûs$tlrtlptionñ ¿tbelut the

load cycle from estimâtes of the Earth's response presents â måiör problom beenuse the

evolution of the ice load is only partially known for the past 20000 yÕålflt ând only

qualiøtively known for earlier cycles of glaciation ancl clcglncinfion. Furthermoro, the

sress cycle is of a duration where the response of the mantlc is moro imp0rtnnt, l|omcthing

that is not so for stress cycles of 106 years and longer durnti<ln, The quastion måìy wall be

asked whether it is possible to separate all of these factors from observations olf tho H$rth's

response to the late Pleistocene glacial unloading.
peltier (1984) has examined the glacial loading problern ancl conçluclcel frOm an

examination of sealevels along the margin of North America that tlle lithosphcric thickness

is in excess of 200 km whereas seismic estimates of about 100 km have bcon suggosted for

the lithospheric thickness of the eastern United Søtes (e.g. Cara, 1979). However, the

response õf ne gatttt at sites near the limits of the former ice sheet is not a good indicator
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underlying mantle from closer examination and its presence adds considerable complexity
to the study of the physical and chemical properties of the planet as a whole. Depending on
the geophysical problem examined, or on the geophysical probing method used, fhe
lithosphere has been defined in a variety of ways. The seismic deûnition is of a layer of
high seismic velocities and low seismic attenuation overlying a layer of relatively low
velocities and high attenuation. The thermal definition is a layer in which the ransport of
heat is predominantly by conduction, in contrast to the region below where this transport is
achieved primarily by convection. A third definition is the mechanical lithosphere in which
the layer is sufficiently strong !o support and Eansmit substantial non-hydrosøtic stress on
geological timescales. This overlies a weak upper mantle that does not support stress-
differences on these timescales and it can usually be modelled as a fluid. Apaf from the
magnitude difference, these seimic and mechanical clefinitions can be viewed as differing
only in the frequency of the load cycle, this being of the ordpr of 0.001 to I Hz at the
seismic band and of the order of 10-ra Hz and lowcr at tcctonic loading oyclos. Bccnusc of
increasing temperature with depth the stress relaxation time of the Earth dcclcases
downwæds and in the tectonic loading problem any non-hyclrost¿ìlit strcss in tho lowcr
lithosphere may relax faster than the time sóâlcs at which these strossÒs nro gonoïflteel by
the loading cycle. The effective response of the layer is thereby conÍ.röllcd by tltrtt pnrt of
the lithosphere for which the stress relaxation time equals or oxccods the eh¿trneteristie time
constant of the load cycle. In contrast, the scismic loading cyclo $r0 clf mu*h shortor
du¡ation and the seismically defined lithosphere can be expectcd to be ol'Ëfs{ltöt thiekness
than the long-term mechanical lithosphere. Just what is this diffcronço irì thiçkncsg, is a
function of the viscosity structure of the lithosphere and uppcr mântlo. Furth*r¡tttttt¡, both
thicknesses will be regionally variable, depending on the ago of tho l*ty*r ttnd 0n its
previous thermal and tectonic history.

Most studies of the mechanical lithosphere thickness have been cnniod out l'or load
cycles of a duration of 106 years and longer but reliable estimâte$ ers difñtult ttl obtain
because of the need o know rhe details of the load cycles: <lften lt l* not ptirttlble to
separare the effects of inadequacies in the information on tho load fmm thè $$timflted
r"spon." (e.g. Lambeck, 1981). Load cycles of a clurntion of 104-105 yoÁtrü $rü pÌovid$d by
the glacial loading and unloading of the Earth ancl theso may nlso b* u$èd tö ùbtâ.in
informarion on lithospheric thickness (McConnell, 1968; Wnlccltt, 1970i Nnklbttglu nnd
Lambeck, 1982; Peltier, 1984). Here, also, the problcm ol'scparatlng åssumptiotlû ¿th<lut the
load cycle from estimates of the Earûr's response presonts â m¿ìjor pr<lblcm bccausc tltc
evolution of the ice load is only partiâlly known for the past 20000 ycârs åìnd $nly
qualitatively known for ea¡lier cycles of glaciation and deglaciation. Furthcrrnorc, tho
stress cycle is of a duration where the response of the mantle is more importÂnt, somothing
that is not so for stress cycles of 106 years and longer duration. The question may well be
asked whether it is possible to separate all of these factors from observations of the Earth's
response to the late Pleistocene glacial unloading.

Peltier (1934) has examined the glacial loading problem and concluded from an
examination of sealevels along the margin of North America that the lithospheric thickness
is in excess of 200 km whereas seismic estimates of about 100 km have been suggestcd for
the lithospheric thickness of the eastern United States (e.g. Cara, L979). However, tho
response of the Earth at sites nea¡ the limits of the former ice sheet is not a good indicator
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of the Earth's lithospheric response for here the sealevels are very sensiúve to the assumed
ice models as well as to the viscosity of the mantle structure. Peltier's conclusion is
suffrciently important, yet sufficiently uncertain, in view of the limited knowledge of the
melting of the nearby Laurentide ice sheet, to warrant a re-examination of the problem of
estimating lithospheric thickness from glacial rebound observations using regionally
restricted observational data sets.

2. The sealevel equation

The equation describing the sealevel due to changes in normal surface loads associated
with an exchange of mass between ice sheets and oceans has been given by Farrell and
Clark (1976). Its solution for ttre sealevel change (at colatitude 0 and longitude X) can be
written as (Nakiboglu et al, 1983, Nakada and Lambeck, 1987)

((0,À:¡) = (* (0,À:r) + (Zt - <ZP) + (Zz- <Zz>)

Here (¡ is the response of sealevel on a rigid Earth and is given by

(1)

( ¡ (0,1, : r )=(,(r) | -1+c,(s,-<sr>) l  +c2(s2-<sz>) Q)

where (, (r) is the eustatic part of l.¿"u"t. Sealevel *u., * an equipotential surface at all
times so that (¡ is not constant over the oceans. These departures are given by 51 and 52
where the term S, describes the adjustment of the surface to the change in water volume
and the term 52 describes the sealevel response to the change in ice load. The brackets < >
denote the mean value of the function enclosed and the two terms <S1> and <S2> ensure
that mass is conserved. The constants C' and C, No defined as

3p- 3p¡
C, = l lL and Ç¡= 7' 

4np 
' 

4nP

and the S1, S2 are defined as

r ¡  d a
J 1(9,À) = 

Jl'n 2sinf,

' '  ( ' (0' '7v'. t \
S2 (0 , I , r )=  l J  

w t "  " ' " ¡ , t
Ëè 2sinf

Also

(- = 
-P¡ 

ff Ç10',1,':r¡do* - ¿op. ,JJ 
'

In these definitions p¡, p. and þ are the densities of ice, water and the average Earttt
respectively. A6 is the surface area of the ocean and (¡ (0',À':t ) is the change in ice height at
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position (0',À) at time t. o is the angle between the point P(0,1,) at which sealevel is
evaluated and the position P'(0', À') of elements of the surface load. The terms Z, and 22
allow for the deformation of the Earth in response to the changes in ice and water loads
with time. Zt- <Zè represents the variation in sealevel associated with the loading and
unloading of the crust by the ice sheets (without the meltwater being disnibuted in the
oceans) and includes the effects of self-attraction of the ice and water. The term
Zz- <Zz> represents the change in sealevel caused by the addition or substrâction of the
meltwater. The 21, 22 are defined by

,, = r r'F*,[!,-lrË,- r, lí G )] P" (cosa)d ro (3)

J V * ( r r l
zz=cpflJ.{ [¿- ' l ( t í^-rí^¡( laalr^(cosa)do (4)

z + - - [ i ð ð  
L  J  

)

The Pr(coso) are Legendre polynomials of degree n. L-r denotes the inverse Laplace
transform of quantities, denoted by -, in the Laplace domain and s is ttre transform

-p¿nameter of dimension (time)-t. The É, and tín are the n-th degree load Love numbers in
the Laplace transform domain. Finally,

o = = L
4nAg¡p*

where c¡e is the zero degree term in the spherical harmonic expansion of the ocean
function. The observed quantities are the relative sealevels at time t, or

Â((0,tr:r)= ((0,À:t) - ((0,1,:t¡)

where fo is the present time.
To obtain quantitative solutions of the sealevel change it is necessary to define in

equation (1); (i) the geometry of the ice load through time, (ii) the shape of the oceans into
which the meltwater flows during times of deglaciation or from which the meltwater is
withdrawn during times of glaciation, and (iii) the Earth's mechanical response to the
changing surface load. The principal numerical difficulties occur in the evaluation of the
inverse Laplace t¡ansforms in equation (3) for realistic ice loads and in the integration of
the integrals in (3), particularly of the integral of the function 22 oyer the ocean surface.
See Nakada and Lambeck (1987) for a detailed discussion of these problems.

3. Model parameters

The A¡ctic ice loads adopted here are the models ICE 1 of Peltier and And¡ews (1976) and
the Arctic part of ICE 2 of Wu and Peltier (1983). We refer to these models as ARC I and
ARC 2 respectively. These models describe the evolution of the ice sheets through time by
a time series of heights of ice columns each of 5o in laútude and 5o in longitude areal
coverage. An Antarctic 5o x 5o model has been derived from the difference of the Anørctic
ice sheet 20000 years ago constructed by Denton and Hughes (1981) and the present ice

(5)
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position (0',1,) at time t. cr is the angle between the point P(0,1,) at which sealevel is
evaluated and the position P'(0', I') of elements of the surface load. The terms Zl and22
allow for the deformation of the Earth in response to the changes in ice and water loads
with time. Zt- <Zt> represents the variation in se¿level associated with the loading and
unloading of the crust by the ice sheets (without the meltwater being distributed in the
oceans) and includes the effects of self-attraction of the ice and water. The term
Zz- <Zz> represents ttre change in sealevel caused by the addition or substräction of the
meltwater. The 21, 22 are defined by

,, = c,Eg r.-' [t4 
- ¿, 16 (, )] Pn (cosa)d or (3)

i v * . . [ . .  . r  -  -  )  ì
Z2--CpäJJj  . | . |  L- ' l (k^-h^)CJdtrr iP,(cosa)drrr  (4)

n á )  
L l c e  u  )

The Po(coscr) are Legendre polynomials of degree n. ¿-l denotes the invÕrse Laplace
transform of quantities, denoted by -, in fhe Laplace domain and s is thc t¡ansform
p¿nameter of dimension (time)-l. The i, and lín ue the n-th degree load Love numbers in
the Laplace transform domain. Finally,

-P¡
o = 

 
"ooop-

where as' is the zero degree term in the spherical harmonic expansion of the ocean
function. The observed quantities a¡e the relative sealevels at time t, Qr

A((0,À:¡ ) = ((0,À:t ) - ((0,À:tç)

where fo is the present time.
To obtain quantitative solutions of the sealevel change it is nscesËflry to define in

equarion (l); (i) the geometry of the ice load through time, (ii) the shapo öf tho oceâns into
which the meltwater flows during times of deglaciation or from which tho moltwater is
withdrawn during times of glaciation, and (iii) the Earth's mëeh¿ìnicül Íosponrie to the
changing surface load. The principal numerical difficulties occur in the svaluation of the
inverse Laplace transforms in equation (3) for realistic ice loacls ând in úe integration of
the irrtegrals in (3), particularly of the integral of the function Z2 over the ocean surface.
See Nakada and Lambeck (1987) for a detailed discussion of those problems.

3. Model parameters

The A¡ctic ice loads adopted here are the models ICE 1 of Peltier and Andrews (1976) and
the Arctic part of ICE 2 of Wu and Peltier (1983). We refer to these models as ARC I and
ARC 2 respectively. These models describe the evolution of the ice sheets through time by
a time series of heights of ice columns each of 5o in latitude and 5" in longitude areal
coverage. An Antarctic 5o x 5" model has been derived from the difference of the Anørctic
ice sheet 20000 years ago constructed by Denton and Hughes (1981) and the present ice

(5)
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sheet as given by Drewry (1983). Two melt histories have been assumed. In the first, the
deglaciation of each column has, for want of further information, been assumed to be
synchronous with the eustaúc sealevel variation corresponding to the arctic model ARC 2.
This is the Antarctic model ANT 1. Stuiver et al. (1981) and Broecker (1984) favour a
model similar to this in which melting occurred primarily between 17000 and 6700 years
ago with a significant fracúon of the total melting having occurred after 12000 yeaß ago.
Nakiboglu et al. (1983) have also argued for such a melring history from an examination of
sealevel variations in the southern hemisphere. Recent work (Nakada and Lambeck, in
preparation) has confirmed the need for a substantial Anta¡ctic meltwater component in the
interval 12000 to 6000 years ago. Wu and Peltier (1983) introduced an Antarctic ice model
in which much of the melting occurred before about 120@ years ago. This forms the basis
for the second model ANT 2 in which the ice volume is the same as ANT 1 but for which
the melting of each ice column is assumed to be synchronous with the eustatic sealevel
variation of the Antarctic pan of the original ICE 2 model of V/u and Peltier. These models
are defined by ice columns of 5o x 5o areal extent. and we inEoduce a further series of
models in which these columns are linearly interpolated to produce a 1o x 1o description of
the load.

The shape of the ocean is described by an ocean function O (which equals unity where
there is ocean and which is zero elsewhere). The dara base used !o compute this function is
a global l0' resolution of the coastlines. This 10' ocean function has been expanded to
degree and order 180. We have previously noted that to obtainreliable coeffrcients out to
this degree a 1" spatial resolution was inadequare (Nakada and Lambeck, 1987).

The Earth response model has the elastic moduli and density structure of the
preliminary reference Earth model @REM) of Dziewonski and Anderson (1981) and a
uniform mantle viscosity r1 of 1021 Pa s. Other plausible viscosity models have been
examined but the essential conclusions d¡awn in this paper remain independent of this
choice. The mantle is overlain by a high (t0ã Pa s) viscosity lithosphere of thickness H.
Lateral vmiations in 11 and q are ignored although they may be important across
continent-ocean boundaries.

4. Results

4.1 Solutions of the sealevel equation in the wave number domain

The characteristics of the solution of spatial and temporal sealevel change can be examined
in the wavenumber domain by expanding the sealevels into spherical harmonic series and
computing the power spectrum. To achieve these expansions, both the ocean function O
and the ice load ̂ f are expanded as

o = 
+Ì1" 

*cosm l. + a *sinm ?")P- (cosO)

r =Ð}. e*cosml.+ h*sinmL)p-(cos0) (6)
t  a \

where the ice expansion coefficients g^ and h* are functions of time. The equation (2)
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((0,À: r ) = ç" (t) * 
+*lo 

^^"osm I + .a"- sinm 1'] Pn^ (cosO)

where

o*l À* | [,.J ["-]lf.o,.r.
l=f f i r -(cose)l  ( 'c ' l  l+c'1 f l1u*) 

r 
'[.'*.l 

lo*)] [sin'Ì, 
x

The P*(cosQ) are fully normalized associated Legendre polynomials. The

spectrum ofthis sealevel change is then

v^'(Ç*)= 
l;d 

'lrr"rrr'r^'(o) 
+ (cù2v^21r¡ +2Ç"crcrv^'{o tl

where

v^2(o) = l(a*z * bn^2) and v n2çI) = 2(g*' + h^')

are the power spectru or tnå."un and ice functions and 

m

v^21oJ)= | (an  gn  +b^h* )

is the cross spectrum. Of the three terms in (7), the dominant one during the time of

deglaciation is the ice spectrum and V"21(^¡ is approximaæly proportional to V"2(l) at

times of major growth or decay of the ice sheets. During Holocene time

v^2(t) =v:@-.1)=õ and now v'21(. ¡ is proportion alßv:(q'
For an elastic Earth subjected to instantaneous unloáding of the ice at time t* the

spectrum Vl(ÇÐ of sealevel change at t > t' is given by
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for sealevel on a rigid Earth is

(7)

vlgù=(L+kn-n) 'v l (Çn)

and for a viscoelastic Earttr subjected to the same load

vÎ(ÇvÐ= (1 + ft,(r) - h^Ø)2v:(,R)

which can be approximated as
r 1 2

V?' "  I  +18  ̂ t  ' '((v¿) = 
l;n, 4 

(1 + /c" (r) - h^(tÐzv?(t )

(8)

(9a)

(eb)

where the viscoelastic Love numbers are now functions of time. The second approximate

equalily is for the timç 
"of 

deglaciation in the vicinity of ttre ice load. The function

I ^, = | I + t" (t ) - h^Q)l represents the power spectrum of the Earth's sealevel response

to tfre itep function toaãing. Figure I illusnates this spectrum for the above Earth model,

but with different thicknesses of the lithosphere at 8000 years after the instantaneous
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where

A*ì ,1* | [,'-.l ['-]l[,o..i,
B *l= ffi P "^(cose) | 

Ç tt 
".1 

.'1r*N 
1.,"- ^

(7)

power

(eb)

(8)

(9a)

((0,À: r ) = Ç " 
(t ) * 

+*lo 
*"oslæ l. + a,^ sinm Ì")P,- (cosO)

The P^(cos0) are fully normalized associated Legendre polynomials' The
spectrum ofthis sealevel change is then

|  1 2 ,  l
v ̂ 2 (ÇÐ = 

| #l l{Ç" c r)'v ̂' (o ) + (C ù2v ^2 1r ¡ + 2ç 
" 
c rC 2v ̂2 (o J ))

where

v^'(o) =2(a*2 * bn^z) and vnz(l)=l(gn z + h*2)

are the power spectru or *,Jo."un and ice functions and 

m

v^2(o  Ð= l (a ,^g*+b*h* )

is the cross spectrum. Of the three terms in (7), the dominant one during the time of
deglaciation is the ice spectrum and y"2((R) is approximately proportional to V,2(l) at

times of major growth or decay of the ice sheets. During Holocene time
v,'(t)=v:@ Ð =-0 and now yf(h) is proportion alßv:@).

For an elastic Earth subjectea to initantaneous unloading of the ice at time t* ttre
spectrum vlþÐ of sealevel change at t > t' is given by

vlçÐ=(l+r, -n)zvÎ(Çn)

and for a viscoelastic Earth subjected to the same load

vl(Çvù = (r +,r,(r) - h^Ø)zv:(çR)

which can be approximated as 
.- 12
t A * l

vlçvÐ--l;:-crl (t * k^(t)- h^(rDzvlg)
L L í L - r t  J

where the viscoelastic Love numbers are now functions of time. The second approximate
equaliçy is for the rimç rof deglaciation in the vicinity of the ice load. The function

f ^, = 
ll 

+ t, (r) - h"Øl represents rhe power spectrum of the Earth's sealevel response

to theitep function loading. Figure I illusnates this spectrum for the above Earth model,

but with different thicknesses of the lithosphere at 8000 years after the instantaneous
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elastlc

o 30 60 
ït"*"Jï 

r5o 180

Figwe 1. The Earrh's response function f oz for a Heavitree step function load applied at time t=0. The
response is evaluated at time 8000 years later. The mantle has a uniform Newtonian viscosity of ldl Pa s and
is overlain with a very high viscosity lithosphere of thicknesses of 0, 50, 80, 120 and 220 km. The elastic
solution is for an elastic mantle.

removal of the ice load. The elastic result is for the PREM elastic Earth model. For the
Earth model without a lithosphere the function /,2 increases monotonically with increasing
degree n but the introduction of the lithosphere reduces f.he Earth's response at high degree
and f o2 converges on the elastic Earth value with the rate of convergence increasing with
increasing lithospheric thickness.

Figure 2 illustrates the spectrum of the change in the ARC I ice sheet from the time of
onset of melting to the end of melting. The specuum marked 5o is based on the 5" area-
mean ice heights. Very considerable power occurs at high degrees, a consequence of the
inadequaæ stepwise spatial disribution of the ice load. This high wave number noise
vanishes for the lo interpolated ice load and the use of the 5o ice model may, through
equation (9), induce considerable short wavelength variations in sealevel. If not observed,
this could be suppressed by ttre introduction of a thick lithosphere in the Earth response
model and, while it could lead to satisfactory solutions of the sealevel equation, the
geophysical inference would be quite inconect.

Figure 3 illusrates the sealevel spectrum defined by (9b) for the epoch 8000 years ago
when the bulk of the arctic ice had disappeared. The results for both ttre 5o and the 1o ice
models are illustrated for different lithospheric thicknesses. This figure illusnates clearly
the consequences of using the 5o ice model: the 5o ice model with a 120 km thick

10'

Ê
I

=.10,
I

ll

I
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ARCl

60 90 120

deg ree  N

t s o  1 8 0

Figwe 2 The power specrrum of the Arcric ice model ARC I based on the 50 and lo spatial resolutions of the

ice load. The spectrum corresponds to the total change in the load from 18000 years ago 1o the end of

deglaciation.

lithosphere produces the same sealevel spectrum as the 10 ice model with a 50 km thick

lithosphere. Clearly the 5o ice model is inadequate for infering geophysical parameters

from observations of relative sealevel va¡iations. The other conclusion that can be drawn

from figure 3 is that the totål power of the sealevel response at n > 30 (i.e. E Vi1(¡), even
n=30

with the lo ice model, is signifrcant and it appears thât expansions of the ice functions to a

high degree are required, paflicularly for sites near the edges of the ice sheeß where the

seleveichange is $eater than these mean square values. Alternatively, convergence of the

sealevel equation can be obrained by introducing Earth models with strong lithospheres but

now the estimates of lithosphere thickness have no physical meaning.

4.2 Solutions for relative sealevel in the spatial domain

Sealevels are not well enough known to permit the specEa to be computed empirically

through time and instead the computations need to be carried out in the spatial domain. In

this section we consider sealevels at sites near the edge of the ice sheets and examine their

sensitivity to thê choice of lithospheric thickness and melting hislory models of the two

polar regions. rffe adopt the uniform mantle viscosity model of 1021 Pa s favoured by Wu

ãnd pelúer (1933) but we emphasize that these sealevels are at least as sensitive to tltis

choice as they are to the lithospheric thickness. The change in each ice column in the time
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Figttre 2 The power spectrum of the Arctic ice model ARC I based on the 5o and lo spatial resolutions of ¡he

ice load. The spectrum corresponds to the total change in the load from 18000 yearc ago to the end of

deglaciation.

lithosphere produces the same sealevel spectrum as the 10 ice model with a 50 km thick
lithosphere. Clearly the 5o ice model is inadequate for infering geophysical parameters
from observations of relative sealevel va¡iations. The other conclusion that can be drawn

from figure 3 is that the totål power of the sealevel response at n > 30 (i.e. X v]1(¡¡, even
n=30

with the 1" ice model, is significant and it appears that expansions of the ice functions to a
high degree are required, paflicularly for sites nea¡ the edges of the ice sheets where the
sealevel change is greaær than these mean square values. Alternatively, convergence ofthe
sealevel equation can be obtained by introducing Earth models with strong lithospheres but
now the estimates of lithosphere thickness have no physical meaning.

4.2 Sotutions for relative sealevel in the spatial domain

Sealevels are not well enough known to permit the specEa to be computed empirically
through time and instead the computations need to be carried out in the spatial domain. In
this section we consider sealevels at sites near the edge of the ice sheets and examine their
sensitivity to the choice of lithospheric thickness and melting hislgry models of the two
polar regions. tffe adopt the uniform mantle viscosity model of 1021 Pa s favoured by Wu
and Peltier (1983) but we emphasize that these sealevels are at least as sensitive to this
choice as they a¡e to the lithospheric thickness. The change in each ice column in the time
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' Figure 3 Power spectra of the sealevel response at 8000 yeêni ago according to equation (9). The solid lines

correspond to the 5o ice model whereas the dotted lines correspond to the lo ice model.

interval tt and t¡+r is assumed to be linear or

(¡(0,1.:t) = a¡(0,ìùt + å;(0,À) t¡<t<t¡+t

for both the original 5o models and the interpolated l" ice models. rù/itlt this model, and
with Peltier's (197a) analytical expressions for the Laplace transformed Love numbers,
equarions (1) tg (4) give analytical solutions for the sealevel change whose only
mathematical limitation is, that terms of the order ÇG )z have been ignored' As
C? =2.101, this represents an e1¡or of 20 cm in sealevel change of 100 m and is
negligible. The physical limitations of the model relate to the choice of ice models, ocean
functions and the Maxwell viscoelastic assumption. Details of the solution are discussed by
Nakada and Lambeck (1987).

The observed quantities are the sealevels for past epochs ((t) relative to present

sealevel ((t6), equation (50), or
N-,
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Figure 4 illustrates the A( for an epoch 6000 years ago at two sites neat the edge of the
former I¿urentide ice sheet. These model calculations are based on the ARC 1 5o (figure
4a) and the 1" ( figure 4b) ice models wittr different degrees of truncation. The va¡iable is
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Figwe 4 Relative sealevels, defined by equation (10), Í 6Cn0 years ago at Boston and Brigantine as a
firnctiqr of truncation degree N*. 

'Ihe 
resuhs on the Jeft conespond to the 5o ice model, those on the right

correspoid to the lo ice model.

the lithospheric thickness Ë1. Only when a lithosphere greater than 220 km is introduced
does the solution converge by N-,* = 36 when the 5 " ice model is used. The solutions
based on the 1o ice load converge considerably more rapidly, even for models without a
lithosphere, and at both sites convergence is achieved with N-"* = 90. From flgure 4 the
error incurred at Boston by using the 5o ice model ranges from about l0 m for the zero
thickness lithosphere úo about 2 m for the220 km thick lithosphere. This compares with the
observed sealevel at 6000 years ago at 15 m below the present level (figure 5). Clearly the
error is not insignificant at these sites. The need for the high resolution of the ice models
was recognized by Quinlan and Beaumont (1981) in their glacial rebound calculations for
eastem Canada.

Figure 5 illustrates the sealevel variations at Boston and Brigantine on fhe eastern
Atlantic margin of ttre United States. These sites were used by Peltier (1984) to estimate the
lithospheric thickness. Boston is located just inside the margin of the northern ice sheet at
its maximum extent while ttre other site lies outside this limit. The theoretical sealevels are
based on a uniform mantle viscosity of a nominal value of 1021 Pa s. The 1 deg. ice models
are used throughout. The observations of relative sealevels are from Kaye and Barghoom
( 1964) and Newman et al. (1980).
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Figure 4 Relative sealevels, defined by equation (10), ât 6000 yeaß ago at Boston and Brigantine as a
functim of truncation degree N*. The results on the left correspond to the 5o ice model, ûrose on the right

correspond to the 1o ice model:

the lithospheric thickness ,F/. Only when a lithosphere greater than 220 km is introduced
does the solution converge by Nn,.* = 36 when the 5 " ice model is used. The solutions
based on the l" ice load converge considerably more rapidly, even for models without a
lithosphere, and at both sites convergence is achieved with N-"x = 90. From figure 4 the
error incurred at Boston by using the 5o ice model ranges from about l0 n.l for the zero
thickness lithosphere to âbout 2 m for the220 km thick lithosphere. This compares with the
observed sealevel at 6000 years ago at 15 m below the present level (figure 5). Clearly the
error is not insignificant at these sites. The need for the high resolution of the ice models
was recognized by Quinlan and Beaumont (1981) in their glacial rebound calculations for
eastem Canada.

Figure 5 illustrates the sealevel va¡iations at Boston and Brigantine on the eastern
Atlantic margin of the United States. These sites were used by Peltier (1984) to estimate the
lithospheric thickness. Boston is located just inside the margin of the northern ice she¿t at
its maximum extent while the other site lies outside this limit. The theoretical sealevels are
based on a uniform mantle viscosity of a nominal value of 1021 Pa s. The I deg. ice models
are used throughout. The observations of relative sealevels are from Kaye and Barghoom
(l9g) and Newman et al. (1980).
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Figwe 5 (Continued)

The contributions from both the A¡ctic and Antarctic ice sheets are considered. The
latter contribution is quite insensitive to the choice of mantle viscosity and lithospheric
thickness because the sites in question here are fa¡ from this ice load. A lithospheric
thickness of 50 km is used to compute this contribution. The sealevels are, however,
sensitive !o the choice of melting history of the Anta¡ctic ice sheet. The model with the
early melring history (ANT 2), favoured by Wu and Peltier (1983), results in little
meltwater being added after about 12000 years ago and the late glacial and Holocene
sealevels are not significantly influenced. If, however, the melring model ANT 1, favoured
by Stuiver et al. (1981) and Broecker (1984) is adopted then this meltwater does make a
significant contribution, about 20 m at 12000 years ago and comparable to the sealevels at
ttrese siæs at that time. In particular, the Antarctic contribution at this time is of opposiæ
sign to that from the Arctic, and its neglect could have the consequence of concluding that
Arctic melting occuned eælier than stated in the models.

As is evident from figure 4b, the Boston sealevels are relatively insensitive to the
choice of lithospheric thickness. They are, however, sensitive o the choice of Arctic ice
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Figwe 5 (Continued)

The contributions from both the Arctic and Antarctic ice sheets are considered. The
latær contribution is quite insensitive to the choice of mantle viscosity and lithospheric
thickness because the sites in question here are far from this ice load. A lithospheric
thickness of 50 km is used to compute this contribution. The sealevels are, however,
sensitive to the choice of melúng history of the Antarcúc ice sheet. The model with the
early melting history (ANT 2), favoured by Wu and Peltier (1983), results in little
meltwater being added after about 12000 years ago and the late glacial and Holocene
sealevels are not significantly influenced. If, however, the melting model ANT 1, favoured
by Stuiver et al. (1981) and Broecker (1984) is adopted then this meltwater does make a
signiflcant contribution, about 20 m at 12000 years ago and comparable to the sealevels at
these siæs at that time. In particular, the Anrarctic contribution at this time is of opposiæ
sign to that from the Arctic, and its neglect could have the consequence of concluding that
Arctic melting occurred earlier than stated in the models.

As is evident from figure 4b, the Boston sealevels are relatively insensitive to the
choice of lithospheric thickness. They are, however, sensitive to the choice of A¡ctic ice
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model, particularly during the early stages of deglaciation. This is a consequence of the
changes in the two models in the immediate vicinity of Boston (see inset of figure 5a).
Changes that may be minor from a glaciological viewpoint are of considerable
consequence when it comes to the study of relative sealevel changes. Sealevels from sites
such as Boston are unlikely ûo servo an important role in estimating the Earth's response.

The predicted differences in the Brigantine sealevels for the two ice models ARC I and
ARC 2 a¡e less than for Boston, simply because the two models are identical in the
immediate vicinity of the site and the differences in sealevel reflect the variations in the ice
models further away. The sealevels are strongly sensitive n the lithospheric thiclmess and
the observations suggest a value of perhaps 250 km. But this estimate is only as good as the
assumed mantle viscosity, and of course, the assumption that these ice models span the
limits of plausible representations of the former ice loads. Sealevels at Chesapeake Bay are
also quite similar for the two ice models but they do not agree well with the observations at
about 12000 and 16000 years ago (see Newman et al., 1980). Here no amount of increasing
the thickness of the lithosphere can explain the observations. The same is true at other sites
in the neighbourhood of Brigantine and Chesapeake, for example, at Delaware and
Virginia.

5. Concluding remarks

Sealevels at other sites along the eastem margin of the United Søtes are discussed by
Nakada and Lambeck (1987) but no lìrm conclusion was reached concerning the optimum
combination of lithospheric thickness and mantle viscosity parameters. No one set of
parameters adequately describes the sealevels from Maine to Miami, giving rise to the
speculation that the ice models need further adjustment or that there is a component of
tectonic motion at some of these sites. However, the required amount of æctonic uplift is
such that it is more plausible to explain the discrepancy by the limitations of the ice models.
What is required is a more substantial ice load near the south€astern edge of the
Laurentide ice sheet during the years from 18000 to 20000 years ago.

The main conclusion arising from this study is that sites near the margin of the former
ice sheets are not reliable indicators of the Earth's response while uncert¿inties remain in
the detailed melting histories of the ice sheets. Despite this, sites such as Boston have
played an important role in estimating this response (Cattrles, 1975; Peltier, 1984, 1985;
Sabadini et al., 1985). Conclusions conceming the thickness of ttre lithosphere or the depth
dependence on transient nature of the Earth's viscous response from such observations are
therefore strongly dependent on the assumptions made in constructing the ice models.

The second principal conclusion drawn is that when the glacial rebound model is used
to compute sealevel changes near the margins of the ice sheet there is a need to define the
ice models witl a high spatial resolution because the sealevel change is quite sensitive to
the detailed loading of fhe crust in the neighbourhood of the site. The 5" representations are
inadequate at such sites. Sites further away from the ice loads are less sensitive to the
details of glaciaúon, as are sites near the center of the ice loads, but neither type of site is
particularly sensitive to lithospheric thickness unless differential changes in sealevel at
nearby sites are examined. Sites in ttre fa¡ f,eld a¡e sensitive to the gross melting history, for
example, to the role played by the Antarctic ice sheets particularly when evidence on
sealevels is available for the pre-Holocene period (Nakiboglu et al., 1983). By a careful
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selection of sites it does become possible in principal to sepamte some of these variables
(e.g. Lambeck and Nakada, 1985) but generally the observational data remain inadequate
to solve for both the ice model and Earth rheology parameters.
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